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Influence of structure of WC-Co electrode on the deposition rate and properties
of electrospark coatings
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In the technology of electrospark deposition, most popular electrode materials are the

commercially available WC-containing hard alloys of VK (WC-Co) brand with a grain

size of 1-5 mm. The above alloy (comprising of a hard and ductile phase) best combine

a high strength and hardness. But a drawback of the above alloys is their high erosion

resistance (hence low deposition rate), which results in insufficiently good quality of

deposited coatings.

In order to diminish their erosion resistance, new electrode materials must exhibit a

lower thermal conductivity and elevated electric resistivity. This goal can be reached by

allowing some residual porosity in electrode materials, diminishing the size of a carbide

phase, increasing the amount of intergrain boundaries, and increasing the amount of

linear and point structural defects.

The WC-8% Co alloys were fabricated from micro- and nanopowders by sintering in

vacuum. Influence of porosity and grain sizes of electrode materials on the mass gain

of Ni and Ti-alloy substrates were investigated. Comparative studies of the mass

transfer process from the new and conventional VK8 electrodes onto Ni and Ti-alloy

substrates and characterization of deposited coatings have led to the following

conclusions:

In case of conventional VK8 electrodes, discharge channels become filled with a large

amount of substrate melt, which leads to formation of Ni- or Ti-based solid solutions

with a low amount of carbide phases in the deposited coatings.

In case of new porosity electrodes, the coating contains a lower amount of substrate

material; the reaction of WC with a melted substrate metal is incomplete. A fraction of

carbide phases (WC and W

2

C) is higher in the deposited coatings, which explains for

their higher hardness, elastic modulus, wear resistance, and lower friction coefficient.

Diminishing the size of WC carbide phase of electrode materials affords to increase

positive influence on quality of deposited coatings.
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